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Dain Vertical Lift Mower
TRENGTFÎ, ease uf management, durability, 

^ light draft and superior cutting qualities 
characterize DAIN MOWERS. I -rame made 

from one solid piece of iron. ( >nly three pieces com
prise the gear mechanism.

A coil spring working with the lifting apparatus 
makes control of the cutter bar either by hand or 
foot-lift very simple.

A small boy can easily lift the bar for turning 
corners or passing obstructions and can raise it to a 
vertical position for transporting without leaving the

DAIN MOWER

Two swaths of hay are raked at a time. Two windrows 
may be laid together for convenience when loading with a 
loader. The raking is notably clean.

The reel on the DAIN SIDE DELIVERY consists of 
three bars on which flexible teeth are mounted. It revolves 
slowly and uniformly. The teeth have a forward and up
ward movement which picks up the hay instead of drag
ging it along the ground.

DAIN SIDE DELIVERY RAKES will not 
wind with hay.

wrap or

They will rake light or heavy hay equally well without 
picking up trash.

Dain Hay Loader

WITH a DAIN HAY LOADER, one man 
can easily load a wagon in a few 
minutes. The "force-feed" delivery 

pushes the hay forward on the load within easy

DAIN IIA Y LOADERS enable the user to 
harvest his hay in less lime with much less help.

All parts are hammock-mounted and slow
down. Consequently, DAIN 11 \ Y LOADERS 
are light draft and easy to operate.

Being mounted on wheels lessens the draft. 
This, with many other light-running qualities, 
explains why the Dain requires less power to 
operate it and is the most popular Rake Bar 
Loader built.

Couples to any height of wagon without any 
adjustments.

The ground wheels are set under the deck. 
Therefore, DAIN HAY LOADERS can be 
operated up close to obstructions and will gather 
ail the hay cut by the mower.
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Dain Side Delivery Rake

I T WORKS around the field the same as a mower, gently 
gathering the hay into loose Huffy windrows through 
which the air can circulate freely. Hay raked with 

DAIN SIDE DELIVERY becomes thoroughly air-cured 
and not sun-burned and discolored. None of the feeding 
value is lost.


